
THE ULTIMATE BBQ KIT

Mobarak!

Before we get started and you embark on your journey to become a kababi, I just wanted to say a big 

thank you for your support, whether it’s by buying one of our kits or visiting us in the restaurant, 

it all counts and we’re forever grateful.

This Ultimate BBQ kit contains the contents of our OG Kabab Kit, our Kabab Tond Kit, as well as our 

Mazeh Box. The mazeh are perfect to tuck into and share while you fire up the BBQ or grill, and 

whilst this booklet will guide you through how to cook your kababs indoors, come rain or shine we 

always prefer to cook our meat over hot coals on a barbecue!

With that aside it’s time to pour yourself a drink, read the instructions, watch the videos, be 

confident and most importantly, enjoy this small taste of Berenjak at home! 



WHAT 'S INSIDE

1x SANGAK BREAD* (GT, S)

1x MAST O KHIAR* (D, S)

1x KASHK E BADEMJOON* (D, N, G, O) 

1x OLIVIEH* (E, S) 

1x HUMMUS* (GT, L, N, S, SD, G, O) 

ALLERGENS 

O – ONION, D – DAIRY, G – GARLIC, GT – GLUTEN, S – SESAME, 

SD – SULPHUR, L - LUPIN, N - NUTS, E – EGGS

GARNISHES

1x ROSE AND MINT 

1x MINT OIL 1x KASHK* (D) 

1x CRUSHED WALNUTS (N) 

1x FRIED MINT DRESSING 

1x FRIED ONIONS (O) 

1x HUMMUS TOPPING (GT, O, N) 

1x TRUFFLE DRESSING (S)

1x CRACKED BLACK PEPPER 

1x CULLISE COLD PRESSED RAPESEED OIL

Please scan the QR code and watch our how to prepare video.  

For best results refrigerate the items with a * and consume.

FOR THE MAZEH... FOR THE KABABS...

WHAT ’S INSIDE

9x KABAB SKEWERS

2x MARINATED KOOBIDEH KABAB MIX* - 2 per pouch(O)

2x MARINATED JUJEH KABAB* - 2 per pouch (D, O)

2x MARINATED BARREH KABAB* - 2 per pouch(O)

2x MARINATED JUJEH KABAB TOND* - 2 per pouch (D, O)

4x LAVASH BREAD* (GT)

4x TOMATOES

2x RED ONIONS (O)

2x LEMONS

2x PICKLED CHILLIS* (SD)

2x SOMAGH SPICE MIX (M)

2x MAST O MUSIR* (D, G, O)

1x CULLISE COLD-PRESSED RAPESEED OIL

ALLERGENS 

O - ONION, D - DAIRY, G - GARLIC, GT - GLUTEN 
S - SESAME, SD - SULPHUR, M – MUSTARD

Please scan the QR codes and watch our how-to videos. Items with * 

are stored inside the white wool pouch, for best results refrigerate 

them upon opening and consume everything by Sunday.



MAZEH ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
We recommend skewering your meat first and then moving on to assemble the dips. 

Before you start assembling the dips, you’ll need 4 side plates around 15-17cm in diameter.

FOR THE MAST O KHIAR

Empty the yoghurt dip onto your plate by cutting a 
corner off the bag and using it as a piping bag.

Use the side of a spoon to spread and smear out the 
sides until you have a tidy, round shape. Finish
by drizzling over the mint oil and sprinkle the 

rose and mint powder evenly all over.

FOR THE OLIVIEH

Cut a corner of the bag containing the olivieh and 
squeeze the contents out, trying to form a ball 
likeshape on your plate as you go. With the back of 
a spoon that’s been run under a hot tap, press down
into the centre of the olivieh ball, sliding the 
bottom of the spoon out first to create a well. 
Spoon the truffle dressing all around the olivieh 
and finish by sprinkling the crackled black pepper 
over and around.

FOR THE KASHK E BADEMJOON

Reheat the kashk e bademjoon mix either in the 
microwave or small pot, until it’s piping hot. 
Empty the mix onto your serving plate and use  
a spoon to spread it out until it forms a neat 
round shape. Shake the tub of the kashk and  
spoon over the kashk e bademjoon mix, followed by 
the fried mint dressing, making sure they overlap 
in places. Finish by sprinkling over crushed 
walnuts and fried onions.

FOR THE HUMMUS

Cut 2-3cm from the tip of the piping bag and 
pipe the hummus into one of your serving 

plates as neatly as possible. Drizzle over 
some cold-pressed rapeseed oil and empty the 

hummus topping mix to create a peak-like 
effect.

Once you’ve assembled your mazeh, it’s time to toast your sangak bread. Place it under the grill
whole, or you can cut it into pieces big enough to fit in a conventional toaster. Or, if you’ve got a
BBQ going, grill on top of hot white charcoal.

OPTIONAL TIP

At the restaurant we always add a tiny pinch of Maldon sea salt to the top of all of our dips. To 
take your sangak to the next level, add a brush of melted butter over the top while under the grill 
or on your BBQ. Or, add the butter once the bread is toasted if using a conventional toaster.



KABAB COOKING INSTRUCTIONS

1) Heat your grill to the maximum setting, with the oven door

slightly ajar. Line two wide, deep baking trays with tin

foil. Set up your skewering station by working over your

sink, balancing the skewers on the edges of the basin.

Place a small bowl of water next to you. Put on the gloves

and open the vacuum bags containing the jujeh, jujeh tond,

koobideh and barreh kabab meat.

2) For the jujeh kabab, skewer the diced chicken on the

thinner skewers. We recommend holding the skewer about a

third of the way in from the flat side in your stronger

hand and running the chicken down the skewer with your

weaker hand. The best way to skewer the chicken is through

the centre, through the wide side, keeping it nice and flat

so that all the pieces cook evenly. Repeat this, one piece

at a time, until all the chicken pieces have been skewered.

3) For the jujeh tond kabab, skewer the baby chicken pieces

systematically - first the breast folded in half (to prevent

drying out), then the thigh, and finally the drumstick. Aim

to skewer as close to the bones as possible and making sure

all the bones and skin are facing the same direction through

the wide side. Repeat with the remaining pieces. You should

have six pieces per skewer, but make sure you don’t pack the

meat too close together so that the pieces can char properly.

12) Flip the bread over on to two oval platters, so that the

toasted side is on the bottom. Tear off a hand-sized piece

of bread from each and reserve. Then transfer the skewers to

the two platters and place them on top of the bread. Using

the reserved bread, press down on the skewer just below the

meat with one hand. Using the other hand pull the skewer

out confidently. Repeat this step with the remaining three

skewers on both platters.

4) For the barreh kabab, follow the same technique of holding

the skewer and piercing the cubes of lamb through the side

that is lined with a layer of fat. Don’t pack the pieces

too tightly as you want enough space so the meat chars and

cooks evenly and so that fat can render and crisp up. There

should be 6 pieces per skewer.

13) Top each of the kababs with a little cube of butter. Place

the grilled tomatoes on both platters along the kababs.

14) Serve altogether with the mast o musir, onion salad,

grilled tomatoes, pickled chillis, the remaining lemon and

the somagh/parsley mix.

5) Wet your hands and halve the koobideh mixture. With each

half, make a sausage shape and force the skewer into the

side. Making sure your hands are slightly wet, start to

form a sausage shape around the skewer. When this has been

achieved, wet your hands again and start to form the ridges

by closing your fingers, gripping the meat and then moving

down 1cm and repeating. Do this all the way to the bottom

and seal the top and bottom of each koobideh, making sure

they are tidy and tight to the skewer.

6) Peel and slice the onions and dress with 2 tbl spoons of 

rapeseed oil, the juice of one lemon and some salt. Sprinkle 

over half of the parsley and sumac mix and toss to combine. 

Transfer to two serving dishes.

7) Rub the tomatoes with a little rapeseed oil and place inside 

both foil-lined trays. Keep to one side.

8) Place the trays containing the tomatoes under the grill, 

towards the top of the oven. Cook for three to five minutes, 

or until they start to blister.

9) Place the jujeh and the jujeh tond skewers on one of the

trays next to the tomatoes and insert back under the

grill. Cook for five minutes, turning frequently.

10) Add the koobideh and barreh skewers to the other tray,

and cook all the kababs for a further seven minutes,

turning every few minutes. Optional: baste both skewers

with a little melted butter.

11) With the kababs now golden brown and cooked through, take

both trays out of the oven. Fold the lavash breads and

lay them on top of the meat skewers. Place both trays in

the middle of the oven for one or two minutes, allowing

the meat to rest while warming the bread through.



At Berenjak we are fortunate to work with some of the best and most passionate 

suppliers around. The dedication they show towards their craft is what motivates 

our team to treat all produce with the respect it deserves. It is with great 

pleasure that we are able to include their products in this meal kit. 

WITH THANKS:

KUPROS: KUPROS.LONDON (STRAINED JERSEY YOGHURT FOR YOUR MAST O MUSIR)

FOUNDED IN 2015 BY ANTHONY, THE DAIRY MAKES A VARIETY OF CHEESE USING HIS GRANDMOTHER’S RECIPES, AND 

THE OUTCOME SPEAKS FOR ITSELF. USING A CREAMY RAW MILK MADE BY A HAPPY FLOCK OF LACAUNE EWES IN 

LANCASHIRE, KUPROS HAS GAINED MUCH ACCLAIM THROUGH WINNING SILVER AND BRONZE IN THE WORLD CHEESE 

AWARDS AND TWO GOLD STARS AT THE GUILD OF FINE FOODS GREAT TASTE AWARDS 2016.

CULLISSE: CULLISSE.COM (FOR THE COLD-PRESSED RAPESEED OIL FOR YOUR BLACK CHICKPEA HUMMUS)

FOR OVER 150 YEARS THE MACKENZIE FAMILY HAVE FARMED THE RICH, FERTILE SOILS OF EASTERN ROSS, 

SURROUNDED BY THE BEAUTIFUL COASTLINES OF THE MORAY, CROMARTY AND DORNOCH FIRTHS, AND SHELTERED 

BY THE RUGGED MOUNTAINS OF THE NORTHWEST HIGHLAND RANGE. THEY PRODUCE A BEAUTIFUL AND NUTTY   

COLD-PRESSED RAPESEED OIL WHICH AT BERENJAK WE USE TO SUBSTITUTE EXTRA VIRGIN OLIVE OIL IN MANY 

DISHES. THIS ALLOWS THE SIMPLE FLAVOURS OF THOSE DISHES TO SHINE THROUGH BRILLIANTLY."

ANJOMAN: ANJOMANFOOD.COM (PERSIAN DRIED SHALLOTS FOR YOUR MAST O MUSIR)

ONE OF THE LARGEST EXPORTERS FROM IRAN AND HELPING US WITH OUR DAILY PERSIAN PANTRY NEEDS FROM 

THE VERY BEGINNING, ANJOMAN ARE JUST A SHINING EXAMPLE OF A PASSIONATE FAMILY BUSINESS THAT HAS 

SUCCESSFULLY GROWN THROUGH HARD WORK AND DEDICATION.

REN’S PANTRY: RENSKITCHEN.COM SOMAGH AND PARSLEY MIX FOR YOUR ONION SALAD)

REN IS EXACTLY THE KIND OF PERSON WE SEARCH OUT WHEN WE LOOK TO BUILD NEW RELATIONSHIPS. A FRIEND 

BEFORE A SUPPLIER, REN BENDS OVER BACKWARDS TO HELP US SOURCE ANYTHING SPICE-RELATED. HER PASSION 

FOR THE WORLD OF SPICE IS INFECTIOUS AND HELPS INSPIRE US EVERY TIME SHE DROPS BY WITH A DELIVERY.

SHIPTON MILL: SHIPTON-MILL.COM (STRONG WHITE ARTISAN FLOUR FOR YOUR LAVASH BREAD)

SET OUT IN THE COTSWOLDS, SHIPTON MILL HAS BEEN PRODUCING FLOUR SINCE THE 11TH CENTURY. THAT 

HERITAGE MEANS THEY EMPLOY TRADITIONAL TECHNIQUES AND TRADITIONAL ORGANIC GRAIN WHICH RETAINS ALL 

THE QUALITY OF A TRUE ARTISAN FLOUR.

LAMB: SELECTBUTCHERY.CO.UK (LAMB SHOULDERS FOR YOUR KOOBIDEH KABAB)

SELECT BUTCHERY HELP SOURCE THE MOST BEAUTIFUL GRASS-FED SHROPSHIRE LAMBS WHICH ARE FREE TO ROAM 

ACROSS THE SURROUNDING HILLS AND ARE REARED AT NEWINGTON FARM.

CHICKEN: SELECTBUTCHERY.CO.UK (CHICKEN FOR YOUR JUJEH KABAB)

WE WORK WITH EAST ANGLIAN ROSS/COBB CHICKENS, WHICH FEED ON HOME-MILLED GRAIN, GRASS AND SURPLUS 

FRUIT AND VEG. THEY ARE AN ESPECIALLY ACTIVE BREED, WHILE ALSO GROWING MORE SLOWLY THAN MODERN 

HYBRIDS. ALL OF THIS MEANS THAT THEY DEVELOP A GOOD AMOUNT OF INTRAMUSCULAR FAT TO RESULT IN THE 

BEST TEXTURE AND FLAVOUR POSSIBLE.

@BERENJAKLONDON    BERENJAKLONDON.COM




